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With Reforms, China’s Xi Seeks Course
Correction, not Power Grab

Chinese President Xi Jinping at the G-20 meeting in Brisbane, Australia, Nov. 16, 2014 (Flickr photo by user

blogplanalto licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 2.0 Generic license).

By Iain Mills, Nov. 26, 2014, Briefing

Since coming to power in 2012, Chinese President Xi Jinping has exhibited a more

forceful and direct style of governance than his predecessor. That has included an

unprecedented domestic anti-corruption campaign, a renewed push at corporate sector

reform and a more strident posture in many aspects of foreign policy. Some foreign

commentators have interpreted these moves as an attempt to recentralize political power

and even re-establish the “cult of personality” around political leaders that prevailed in

China for much of the 20th century.

An alternative interpretation is that Xi’s government has acknowledged fundamental

problems within the Chinese political economy and is taking meaningful steps to address

them. The system of collective rule that has emerged in China since 1978 had become

corrupted. There has been a realization in Beijing that more-intelligent and transparent

governing structures are required to facilitate China’s continued socio-economic

development.
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Rather than articulating a new brand of triumphalism, China’s Communist Party is in fact

engaged in a period of introspection and self-correction. The government seems less

focused on propaganda-driven “pomp and ceremony” and more determined to address

underlying structural issues. The Fourth Plenum in late October in Beijing, for instance,

was the most low-key of such events in recent memory. Moreover, Xi may be centralizing

political power, but he is simultaneously devolving many of the functions of power, be it to

the market, regional governments or indeed to Chinese citizens.

With hindsight, it’s clear that the previous administration of Hu Jintao was deficient in its

capacity to transmit and implement policies throughout the political economy. A weak

central leadership struggled to impose its will on local elites and vested corporate interests.

China’s headline economic growth remained impressive, but at the expense of broader

social development. Issues such as regulatory neglect, graft, localism and bureaucratic

complexity became increasingly chronic, damaging policy outcomes.

In most Western countries, the conventional wisdom holds that only independent oversight

can keep political power in check. But Chinese political thinkers still promote the capacity

for self-inspection and self-correction. In the context of the modern one-party state,

however, the boundaries between power and how power actually functions had become too

blurred. Arguably, Xi’s most fundamental change has been to begin unravelling this knot,

by recentralizing political power under the presidency while devolving many of the

day-to-day functions of power to other agencies.

Viewing Xi’s maneuvers this way may perhaps seem naive. Undeniably, previous

anti-corruption campaigns under his predecessors have done little to address the root

causes of the problem, with state-owned enterprises emerging unscathed and retaining their

monopoly privileges, and systemic improvement in the structures of governance remaining

scant. It is also true that the reform momentum appears to have faded in recent months.

This soft-pedalling is partly because the tough decisions are getting closer and partly

because the agencies that form government policy are now focused on drawing up the 13th

Five-Year Plan rather than pushing through any marquee measures in the next 18 months.

There are, however, reasons to believe Xi’s pledge to clean up corruption and reform

governance is indeed different. Enforcement of low-level regulations has improved

remarkably over the past 18 months. The new government is feeling its way ever further

toward real market-based reform. The anti-corruption drive has been relentless, reaching

into senior political organizations and patronage systems and even the People’s Liberation

Army. Xi’s actions seem less influenced by political allegiances than previous campaigns.

Most encouragingly, tentative steps have been taken to increase transparency in the judicial

system, while key civil issues such as illegal land transfers, petty rent-seeking by

low-ranking officials and state-owned corporate malfeasance have all been significantly

reduced.

Another topic of some debate is the evolution of Xi’s public persona as framed both for a

domestic and an international audience. Xi’s style is clearly more high-profile than that of

his predecessor, Hu. Coupled with his familial background and more populist approach, Xi

has been able to engender broad-based support from organs of the state and Chinese

citizens—a status that ultimately empowers him to face down vested interest groups that

have been able to disrupt previous reform drives. While this has attracted suspicions of the

return of the “cult of personality,” in reality Xi’s public relations efforts are not radically

different from those pursued by politicians the world over.

Despite this more approachable domestic persona, internationally China’s posture has

become notably more robust, particularly with regard to regional territorial issues.

Arguably, this was in itself a strategy to cement domestic legitimacy. Beijing’s muscle-

flexing, especially in the South China Sea, has sent a clear message to other Asian nations,

but it is as yet unclear if there has been any strategic gain from this more assertive stance.
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Similarly, it is too early to infer whether the “softening” at last month’s APEC summit in

Beijing and subsequent G-20 meeting in Brisbane, Australia—including stabilizing

relations with Japan, concluding free trade agreements with South Korea and Australia and

announcing a landmark agreement with the United States on emission reductions—is really

a strategic pivot or just a temporary hiatus in the confrontational narrative of recent

months. Ultimately, although China’s political system may be maturing domestically, it

seems Beijing is still struggling to strike the right tone in terms of international relations.

While state media seems keen to portray Xi as an authoritative but accessible statesman,

the most notable feature of his foreign policy in the past two years has been the wholesale

deterioration of relations with the rest of East Asia, set against a considerable warming of

relations with Russia.

A sympathetic analysis is that Xi is, in a Chinese context, a uniquely modern politician

with the political clout and acumen to address critical issues that had coalesced in recent

years into a major challenge to the Communist Party’s legitimacy. Far from a new era of

triumphalism, Xi is overseeing a top-to-bottom cleansing of the political class and the

opaque structures of governance that had given them protection. There is a broad-based

recognition among policymakers in Beijing that things have to change domestically.

Whether that will also translate into a new approach to foreign policy remains to be seen.

Iain Mills is an independent China analyst specializing in China’s energy and commodity markets, financial

market development, political evolution and rise in Asia. His work has appeared in Asia Times, Global Times,

Shanghai Business Review and Investments and Pensions Asia. He is a contributing analyst at Wikistrat and

consults for several private sector firms on China strategy and investment.
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